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We are built to be changed by
experience
Recently I read a phrase in a book that stopped me in my tracks. I read it several times over and it 
sent my mind racing.

“We are built to be changed by experience”

Why did it send my mind racing? I think it was because I love getting to the heart of an idea. I 
often find when I write that I use the writing process to think through an idea. If I come to the 
end of whatever I am writing, a chapter, a professional reading, or an article, and come out with 
a “zinger” sentence that encapsulates everything I have been trying to say, then I know the piece 
of writing works.

These zinger sentences also become part of my vocabulary and are almost like signposts when I 
speak. I use them to either start or end an idea and give the listener or reader an idea to hang on 
to, remember and take into their teaching practice or advocacy. 

I am still staggered when I read something or watch a video about music learning and brain 
development and a reference to fireworks in the brain or a full brain workout. These are two 
zinger sentences from the TED-Ed video “How playing an instrument benefits your brain” that 
I wrote the script for. I am so pleased that the content from this 2014 video still resonates with 
those in the music, music education, neuroscience, and psychology fields.

Why did this zinger phrase, “We are built to be changed by experience” capture my attention? I 
think it was because, in eight words, it outlined so many parts of the neuromusical process.

We are built

In the neuromusical process, this part of the zinger sentence relates to our genetic make-up. 
These are the predispositions we are born with, the “nature” in the nature/nurture balance, and 
the levels of development across different functions and structures of the brain that we both 

inherit and mature during the gestational 
period.

This is a hot topic both within and 
beyond neuromusical research. Firstly, 
the existence of musical proteges, the 
seven-year-old who performs a Mozart 
concerto with the LA Philharmonic, for 
example, points to the idea that there 
must be a series of unique genetic 
predispositions for extraordinary 
musical skill. This area has been heavily 
researched, both to understand musical 
predispositions as well as general 
predispositions for extraordinary 
performance in anything from chess to 
gymnastics.

Most recently, a 2022 study led by 
Jennifer Zuk from Boston University, 
identified the pathways in infancy that 

are indicative of advanced, but possibly not extraordinary, musicality by the early school-
age children around five years of age. The team found that “structural organization of the 
right-hemispheric corticospinal tract in infancy is prospectively associated with children’s 
school-age tonal and rhythmic music aptitude skills. Moreover, structural organization of the 
corpus callosum in infancy is associated with subsequent tonal music aptitude skills.” This is 
a very technical description but basically refers to the advanced development of the auditory 
processing network as well as the connectivity across the brain hemispheres.

One of the biggest difficulties I see within the neuromusical research field for music educators 
is the focus on research that examines the predispositions for advanced extraordinary 
musicality versus research into the predispositions for music learning for every child. We 
should work hard not to mix up research that is trying to identify the genetic factors that lead to 
enhanced musicality versus the general benefits that music learning, without the primary focus 
on the highest levels of musical achievement, has for every child.

To use a great zinger from Zoltan Kodaly, we are all born musical, and from the neuromusical 
research we also now understand that this is not just so we can make and enjoy music, but to 
also provide the neurological basis to learn to speak and read language, which occurs through 
the music processing networks right from the start of life. Not surprisingly, Zuk’s study found 
that students who had high predispositions for musicality also had high predispositions for 
language. Interestingly this could be why students who find music learning easy also find 
language learning, and subsequently many other types of learning, easier. They are predisposed 
through their enhanced auditory processing and hemispheric connectivity, to learn.

Yet just because we are born with a predisposition for music learning, it doesn’t mean that the 
nurture part of the nature/nurture balance has little to no influence. As Zuk’s sums it up

“Our results support the previously established working hypothesis that certain genes, critical 
for brain development, contribute to the development of white matter that is highly receptive to 
environmental input, and these factors together establish a neural foundation for musicality that 
is then built upon and refined by ongoing experience and formal training over time.” (p.12)

To be changed

In the neuromusical process, the middle section of the zinger sentence relates to the changes 
that occur in the brain due to music learning, or music training as it is referred to in the research 
field. 

This is where much of the controversy within the field kicks in. This controversy is due in part 
to the incredibly tricky process of accurately separating the impact of one activity, usually 
conducted over several years in childhood, on brain development. For this reason, there is a 
significant amount of correlational findings, and not yet enough causal findings about how 
music learning causes changes in the brain. 

In saying this, with every passing year within the neuromusical field of research, we know more 
about how music learning may be impacting brain development. Instead of listing just some of 
the changes, I found this excellent infographic in a 2021 study led by Alicja Olszewska from the 
Laboratory of Brain Imaging in Poland that does a fantastic job of summarising just some of the 
changes music learning makes to the brain.
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experience
By experience

In the neuromusical process, the final section of the zinger sentence relates to the experience 
of music learning itself. As a music educator, I often have to dig very deeply into the research 
articles to find the specifics of the music learning that was undertaken.These are details such as 
the type, frequency, expectation, methodology, and pedagogy of the music program itself.

Changes to the structures and functions of our brain occur through both repetition and 
challenge. The more frequently we experience anything, the wider and more stable the pathway 
of that connection is in the brain.

This can be for both positive and negative associations, as we understand most poignantly 
through studying how the brain changes as a result of ongoing trauma. The brain also changes 
as a result of a challenge. Doing something it hasn’t had to do before but drawing on and 
repurposing pathways that were originally developed for other activities.

The qualities of the music learning experience itself are very important to our work as music 
educators. If we seek to use neuromusical research to bolster the great work we already do, then 
we need to know that the methods and approaches we are using are reflected in the research 
findings.

Learning music through a musical instrument has been the most researched experience in 
terms of brain development. This is because it has been found to be the most challenging to the 
brain.

Robert Zatorre (2007) describes it so well.

“Instrumental training is a multisensory motor experience, typically initiated at an early age. 
Playing an instrument requires a host of skills, including reading a complex symbolic system 
(musical notation) and translating it into sequential, bimanual motor activity dependent on
multisensory feedback; developing fine motor skills coupled with metric precision; memorizing 
long musical passages; and improvising within given musical parameters. 

Music performance, unlike most other motor activities, requires precise timing of several 
hierarchically organized actions and control over pitch interval production 

Music sight-reading calls for the 
simultaneous and sequential 
processing of a vast amount of 
information in a very brief time for 
immediate use. This task requires, 
at the very least, interpretation 
of the pitch and duration of the 
notes (written on the two staves 
of a piano score) in the context 
of the prespecified key signature 
and meter, detection of familiar 
patterns, anticipation of what 
the music should sound like, and 
generation of a performance plan 
suited for motor translation. 

Formal musical instruction, 
therefore, trains a set of attentional 
and executive functions, which 
have both domain-specific and 
general consequences.”

Effective zingers make us curious

Let’s put that zinger back together – We are built to be changed by experience. Every zinger, 
whether it be about fireworks in the brain or a full brain workout, should inspire curiosity and a 
desire to know more. 

In the case of this zinger, it makes me ask questions. How was I built? What changed in my 
brain? What experience did I have?

To answer those questions in terms of my own music learning experience, as many of you know, 
I struggled to read when I was young, but my reading improved after I learned how to play an 
instrument and read music. So I may have been built with a less than effective auditory/visual/
motor system or my hemispheric connectivity may have been suboptimal. What changed may 
have been that the ears/eyes/body triangle may have been strengthened or re-routed and my 
hemispheric connectivity might have been optimised. 

The experience of reading music, which uses the same pathway as reading language, may have
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challenged my brain to re-establish the connections, or to find more efficient and effective ways 
to operate. Once it had done this my reward network may have kicked in, telling my brain that 
these changes were yielding cognitive and social benefits, and so the connections got stronger 
and more reliable. 

If we looked at just one of our students and applied this zinger to their learning, what would we 
find and how could we think anew about their learning journeys through music? Moreover, if 
only some students get to experience music learning, what opportunities for brain development 
have they missed out on? By digging even deeper into the nature of music learning, we have the 
opportunity to dig deeper into the nature of all learning. Look at that, I just found another zinger.   
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Describe one aspect of your own music learning in relation to the zinger “We are built to be 
changed by experience” using these questions - How was I built? What changed in my brain? 
What experience did I have?

Professional Reflection • Part 1

We are built to be changed by
experience

Personal Brain Buzz
Try the same description as above with a musician and music educator you know well or a 
music student whose development you have observed over many years.

Experiment Time
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Observe one student that you teach and break down their music learning experience into 
the three aspects “We are built”, “to be changed” and “by experience”. Describe the ideas, 
thoughts or revelations you had about their learning process.

Professional Reflection • Part 2

We are built to be changed by
experience
Teaching Brain Buzz

Ask one or more of your students to respond to the zinger “We are built to be changed by 
experience” in relation to their own music learning.

After completing this professional reflection, write at least two questions you have about this 
topic.

Experiment Time

Questioning Brain Buzz
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